HMC configuration with unitary coupling factor Principle scheme
Because of the coupling obtained by an appropriately sized magnetic core. The design step requires as input data the value of the rated current of the power line and the impedance of the shielding cables.
With this system is possible to induce in the shield conductors a set of currents in opposition to the source ones.
Although the base idea is very simple, due to technical reasons sometimes it is not possible to install the shield close to the power lines.
An optimal design has to be done. In fact the geometrical displacement is no more simply defined (d 1 and d 2 ) and also the correct amplitude value of the shielding currents has to be determined (K sh 
Advantages of the HMC Passive Loops
• It make use of common ferromagnetic and conductive materials (are not required, for example, materials with high magnetic permeability)
• The exploitation of the materials used can be maximized by a proper design of its components and therefore it is more lightweight compared to the other shield solutions considering the same performances (passive loops, closed ferromagnetic shields, flat or U-shaped conductive shields)
• The components of the shield can be assembled on site with a reduced number of operations and without having to perform complex welds
• It is adaptative. It adjust the shielding current by itself with relation to the source current
• No regulation components are required (differently from active loops)
• No compensation components are required (differently from passive loops)
• It is modular 
Comparison with Passive loop
The magnetic cores realized for this application have been insta The magnetic cores realized for this application have been installed when the jointing lled when the jointing zone installation was already finished zone installation was already finished Magnetic cores can be inserted (around the source cables) before Magnetic cores can be inserted (around the source cables) before the joints the joints installation obtaining better performance installation obtaining better performance
Further improvements
Open Magnetic core Open Magnetic core
Presence of an air gap Presence of an air gap (value of the shielding current lower (value of the shielding current lower than the theoretical one) than the theoretical one)
Due to the three phase configuration of the power line it is pos Due to the three phase configuration of the power line it is possible to save sible to save one magnetic core installing just two of them. one magnetic core installing just two of them. Optimizing the magnetic core design and the exactly displacement Optimizing the magnetic core design and the exactly displacement of the of the shielding conductors with respect to the shielding conductors with respect to the barycentre barycentre of the source conductor, of the source conductor, by using commercial magnetic material, it is possible to achieve by using commercial magnetic material, it is possible to achieve SF of about SF of about 30 30
Conclusion
The experimented system is, without any doubt, efficient. It has The experimented system is, without any doubt, efficient. It has higher SF/cost ratio than the other solutions, moreover HMC higher SF/cost ratio than the other solutions, moreover HMC passive loop has the advantage of a fast and easy installation passive loop has the advantage of a fast and easy installation The life of the shield is dependent on the material, on the possible superficial treatment and on the goodness of the installation.
